SYMMETRIZATION OF RINGS IN SPACE
BY

F. W. GEHRING

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a pair of upper bounds for the
moduli of rings in space by means of symmetrization. That is with each ring
P we associate a second ring P', obtained by symmetrizing P, for which the
fundamental inequality

(1)

mod P g mod R'

holds. We then estimate mod R' either by means of the space analogues of
the Grötzsch and Teichmüller rings or by means of spherical annuli.
The two bounds we obtain are given in Theorem 3 of §17 and in Theorem
4 of §22. In a later paper we will show how these upper bounds can be used
to derive a number of important distortion theorems for quasiconformal
mappings in space. For a summary of these results see [4].

Preliminary

results

1. Notation. We consider here sets in finite Euclidean 3-space. Points
will be designated by capital letters P and Q or by small letters x and y. In
the latter case xi, x2 and x3 will represent the coordinates for x and similarly
for y. Points are treated as vectors and \P\ and | x| will denote the norms of
P and x, respectively.
Given a set E we let dP denote its boundary, CP its complement, P its
closure and int E its interior. The Lebesgue
be written as m(E) and, unless otherwise

3-dimensional
measure of E will
stated, a.e. will be taken with

respect to m. By the area of E we will mean the Hausdorff
measure of E defined as follows:

A2(P) = lim (inf
a^0+ \

£
f/ell

2-dimensional

— d(Uy).
4

/

Here, for each o>0, the infimum is taken over all countable coverings 11 of
E by sets U with diameters d(U) <a. When P is a plane set, this reduces
to the Lebesgue 2-dimensional measure. Finally by the length of E we mean
the Hausdorff 1-dimensional or linear measure A(£).
2. Modulus of a ring. A ring is defined as a domain whose complement
consists of two components, one of which is unbounded. Given a ring R we
et Co and G denote, respectively, the bounded and unbounded components
Received by the editors February 16, 1961.
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of Ci?. We further let -B0= dCoand B\ = dC\. These are the components of dR.
Now let u be any function which is continuously differentiable in R and

has boundary values 0 on B0 and 1 on J3i. (When R is unbounded, this will
mean that u(x)—»1 as |x| —>«>in R.) Then following Loewner [7] we define
the conformai capacity of R as

T(R) =
= inf
inf fI |V«|3¿o>,
| V«|

(2)

tl

J R

where the infimum is taken over all such functions

u.(l) The modulus of R

is then defined by
(3)

mod R

/

4*- y'2

= \T(R)J

This is the space analogue of the modulus of a plane ring usually defined
with the aid of conformai mapping.
As an example we calculate the modulus of the spherical annulus a < | x|
<b. For this let u be continuously differentiable in R with boundary values
0 on |x| =o and 1 on |x| =b. Then integrating along a radius and applying

Holder's inequality yields

1 g ( f | V«| drj = ( f IV«|V2¿rjHog—j .
Hence
4ir
a))2~JR]
(log (b/a))2

'

On the other hand choosing
u(x) =

log ( | x | /a)

log (b/a)

yields
4t

£*

= I I Vm|3¿w.
(log (b/a))
(b/a))2 Jr[
'
We conclude that

T(R) =

4x
(log (b/a))2

whence
(l) V« denotes the vector (du/dxh du/dx¡, du/dx3).
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b

(4)

mod R = log — •
a

3. Admissible functions. It is convenient in defining the conformai capacity, to relax the differentiability requirements for u and take the infimum in
(2) over a slightly larger class of functions. We say that a function u is
ACL or absolutely continuous on lines in a domain D if, given any sphere U
with U ED, u is absolutely continuous on almost all line segments in U which
are parallel to the coordinate axes. If u is continuous and ACL in a ring P,
then m has partial derivatives a.e. in P. If, in addition, u has boundary values
0 on 5o and 1 on 5i, we say that u is an admissible function for the ring P.
Lemma 1. If u is admissible for a ring R, then

(5)

r(P) g f |v«|3ziûz.
J R

Proof. We may assume that | V« | is L3-integrable
there is nothing to prove. Next fix 0<a<l/2,
let

0

if u < a,

u —a

(6)

*=

over P, for otherwise

if a g u g 1 — a,

1 - 2a
1

if 1 — a < u,

and extend v to be 0 on Co and 1 on G. The set where agugl—
a is a compact
subset of P and lies at a distance b from dP. Let U be the sphere |y| <c,

c<b, and let
(7)

w(x) =-

I v(x + y)do>.
m(U)Ju

This function is continuously differentiable in P and has boundary values 0
on 5o and 1 on 5i. From (6) we see that v is ACL everywhere and, with
Holder's inequality, that | Vi>| is L-integrable over each compact set. Hence
we can apply Fubini's theorem to conclude that

l

r

SJw(x) = I S/v(x + y)dw
m(U)Ju
for each xGP.

Then applying

a|Vw(x)|3zico)
R

/

Minkowski's

g-

inequality

\(\

\Vv(x + y)\3do,) du.

m(U)Jv\JR

The inner integral on the right is majorized

twice we obtain

/

by
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(1 - 2a)-3 f |v«(x)|3¿a
J R

for each y EU. Hence

(8)

f | \7w\3dug (1 - 2a)-3 f | Vw|3dw,

J R

J R

and (2) yields

T(R) g (1 - 2a)-3 f | SJu\*du).
J R

The desired inequality (5) is now obtained by letting a—»0.
4. Extremal function. From Lemma 1 it follows we can enlarge the class
of competing functions in the definition of T(R) to include those which are

admissible for P, that is

T(R) = inf f | V«|*dw,
U J R

where now the infimum is taken over all admissible functions u. If P has
nondegenerate
boundary components, we can show that there exists an extremal admissible function u for which

r(P) = Jf« |Vw|3Oû>
This function is unique and we call it the extremal function for P. It is the
space analogue for the harmonic measure whose Dirichlet integral yields the
electrostatic capacity of a plane ring. Next if, for each compact set PCP,
a positive constant M exists such that

Í/M ^ | V«| è M
a.e. in E, we can show that the extremal function u is real analytic and

div( | VmI Vw) = 0
everywhere in P. Proofs for these results will appear in a later paper.
5. Remark. The proof for Lemma 1 also implies that

(9)

r(P) = inf f \s7w\*da>,

where w is everywhere continuously
differentiable,
w is 0 on Co and 1 on G,
O^w^l
in P and Vw vanishes off a compact subset of P; for the function
defined in (7) has these properties. Hence if we choose u so that
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« > o,

letting a—>0in (8) yields

r(P) ^ inf f \ S7w\*duá r(P) + t,
W J ft

from which (9) follows.
6. Monotoneity and superadditivity properties. A set P is said to separate
the boundary components of a ring P if PCP and each component of CP contains at most one component of CP.
We can now use the above remark to establish the following monotoneity
and superadditivity
properties for the moduli of rings.

Lemma 2. If R' is a ring which separates the boundary components of R, then

mod P ^ mod P'.
// Pi, R2, • ■ ■ , P„ are disjoint rings each of which separates the boundary com-

ponents of R, then
n

(10)

mod i^E

i

mod P,.

Proof. We consider only the proof for (10). For each ring P, let m¿ be
everywhere continuously
differentiable,
let ms be 0 and 1, respectively,
on
Co,i and Ci,i, the components of CRit and let Vm<vanish off a compact subset

of P¿. Next set
n

n

u = 2Z a»M>where 2Z a¿ = 1,
i
i

a,-^ 0.

Then

/|

vm|3¿co= £ a» I
ft

Since Co C Co,t and GCCi,,for
over all such w¿ gives

(11)

If r(P,)>0for

I

I v«t|3¿u).

J Ri

alH, m is admissible

for P and taking

T(R) g ¿ a,T(P,).
i

all », setting

a, = r(P,)-"*( È roR,)-1'2)'

infimums
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in (11) yields (10). If some T(Ri)=0, then setting o, = l and a, = 0 for jAi
again yields (10).
7. Simple admissible functions. In proving that the modulus of a ring
R is not decreased under symmetrization, we will want to consider admissible
functions whose level surfaces are particularly well behaved.
Let w be one of the functions considered in §5. The set where 0<w<l
is
bounded and lies at a distance b from CR. Now consider a decomposition of
the space into congruent tetrahedra
{ T} with diameter c<b. Then define a
new function u so that « is a linear function of the coordinate variables in
each tetrahedron and so that u = w on the vertices of each tetrahedron. Then

u is admissible for R and

(12)

lim I |v«|3¿w=
C_0 J R

f|Vw|'da>.

J R

Clearly O^u £1. Now fix a, 0^a<l,
and let F be the set where ui%a and
2 the set where u = a. Then F is a closed polyhedron, that is the union of a
finite number of closed (possibly degenerate) tetrahedra,
and 3FC2.
If, in
addition, we choose a to be different from the finite set of values assumed by
w, and hence by u, on the vertices of the tetrahedra
{ T}, then it is easy to
see that each point of 2 is a boundary point of F, whence 5F = 2.
We say that any such function m is a simple admissible function for R.
Combining (12) and the result of §5 then shows that

T(R) = inf f |Vw|3¿w,
U

where the infimum

is taken over all simple admissible

Spherical
8. Spherical

J R

symmetrization

functions

u.

symmetrization(2)
of rings. Given an open set G we define a

second set G*, the spherical symmetrization
of G, as follows. For each r^O
let S = S(r) denote the spherical surface |x| =r. Then SC\G* is to be null if

and only if SC\G is null. Next SCG* if and only if SCG. For the remaining
case let G meet 5 in a set whose area is A. Then 0<^4 ^4irr2 and G* is to meet
5 in a single open spherical cap of area A with center at (—r, 0, 0); when
A =4irr2, this cap will consist of 5 minus the point (r, 0, 0). It is easy to see
that G* is itself an open set and that CG* is connected whenever CG is.
Next given a closed set F we define F* exactly as above except in the last
case. Here 0 SA <4irr2 and F* is to meet 5 in a closed spherical cap of area A
with center at ( —r, 0, 0) ; when A =0, this cap will consist only of the center
point (— r, 0, 0). Then F* is closed and F* is connected whenever Fis.
(2) This method of symmetrization

is discussed in [8, pp. 205-210].
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Now let R be a ring. Then PUC0 is open, Co is closed and we define the
spherical

symmetrization

of P as

R* = (P W C„)* - Co*.
It is easy to verify that P* is again a ring and the purpose of this section is
to show that P* enjoys the following extremal property.

Theorem 1. mod Pernod

P*.

The proof for Theorem 1 requires a preliminary
properties of spherically symmetrized sets.

study of some geometrical

9. Surface area under spherical symmetrization. It is easy to see that the
measure of á closed set F is preserved under spherical symmetrization.
For if
A denotes the area of Si\F, then

«(F) = f A(r)dr = m(F*)
Jo

as desired. The following result shows that in certain cases we can say something about what happens to the area of dF under spherical symmetrization.

Lemma 3. If F is a closed polyhedron and if F* is the spherical symmetrization of F, then dF* is a surface of revolution whose area does not exceed that ofdF.
Proof. Let <r= cr(r) and cr* = cr*(r) denote the area of the parts of dF and
c3F* contained in |x| gr for r^O. We shall show that
(13)

for all 0^ri<r2<

o*(r2) -

o*(n)

g o(r2) -

a(rx)

°°.

Now let A be the area of Sf~\F where 5 is the surface | x| =r. Then A(r)
is continuous and satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. This is clear when
F is a closed tetrahedron
and hence the result follows when F is a closed
polyhedron. Since int F and CF each have a finite number of components,
the sets where A >0 and where A <4irr2 each consist of a finite number of
open intervals. Hence the set where 0<4 <4irr2 is the finite union of open
disjoint intervals 7. Since <r* is constant in each complementary
interval and
since both <r and cr* are continuous in r, it will be sufficient to establish (13)
for the case where n and r2 belong to one of the intervals 7.
Let 7 denote the closed interval rxgrgr2 and for each point x with | x| >0
let <bdenote the angle between the radius to x and the negative half of the
Xi-axis. Then dF* has the representation

(14)

<b= f(r) = arc cos il - —- j,

| x| = r,

for rG7. Since A is bounded away from 0 and 4irr2 in 7,/ satisfies a Lipschitz
condition there and it is not difficult to show directly that
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o-*(n)- a*(ri) S f V(| rf'\2 + iy2dr = f V csc^*dr.(3)

(15)

Here /* denotes the length of Sr\dF*, that is Z*= 27rrsin/, and, for each
xEdF* with |x| =r>0, \f/*=\(/*(r) denotes the positive acute angle between
the radius to x and the normal to dF* at x, whenever the latter exists.
Next for each xEdF with | x| >0, let yp=yj/(x) be the corresponding angle
between the radius to x and the normal to dF at x, whenever the latter
exists. Then, because dF is a polyhedral surface, it follows that

o(r2) — o-(fi) =1(1

(16)

ese ypds\dr.

J n \ J sCidF

Now fix r, r+hEJ

with h>0 and let P be the central projection

that part of dF which lies in r^ |x| úr+h.

A(r)

\r + h)

on 5 of

If xES and if the radius through

x meets just one of the sets S(~\F, S(r+h)C\F,
the area of E we thus obtain

Since dF is a polyhedral

I

then x£P.

Letting a denote

A(r + h)

surface

lim
—- J fS(~\dF cot \¡/ds
h-fO h
for almost all r. Similarly from (14) it follows that

lim — = l*\rf'\
/¡-.o h

- f* cot \P*

for almost all r, whence

(17)

/*cotiF* ^ I

cot \pds

J snap

a.e. in /.

Finally for each rEJ, SC\dF bounds SC\F, a set of area A. Hence applying the isoperimetric inequality on S, we conclude that the length of SC\dF
is not less than the perimeter of the equivalent spherical cap 5C\P*, that is

(18)

I*

*l

ds.w

SDdF

(3) We can prove equality here, but we do not use this fact.
(j) See [9, p. 90]. This is also a consequence of the theorem given on p. 233 of [l].
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Applying Minkowski's inequality along with (17) and (18) yields
P csc f* = ((I* cot^*)2 + 0*)2)1'2

û[[\

\\Jsc\bf

cot^dj)

I

+ ( f
\J

snaF

ds) )
/ /

^ j

J sndF

csc^ds

a.e. in / and we obtain (13) from (15) and (16).
10. Spherical symmetrization of functions. The proof for Theorem 1 also
requires that we introduce the notion of spherically symmetrized functions.
Let u be everywhere continuous. We symmetrize u to obtain a new function u* as follows. For each a, let Ga and F„ be the open and closed sets where
u<a and u^a, respectively, and let G* and F„* denote the spherical symmetrizations
of these sets. Then given any point x, we see that x£F„* for
sufficiently large a and we define

u*(x) = inf {a | xEF*}.
It is then not difficult to verify that, for each a, G* and F* are precisely
the sets where u* <a and u* ^a, respectively. Since G* is open and F* closed,
this means that u* is itself everywhere continuous.
The following result
shows that u* satisfies a Lipschitz condition whenever u does. (Cf. Theorem

4.5 of [6].)
Lemma 4. If u* is the spherical symmetrization of u and if

\u(Pi)

-u(P2)\

â M\Pi-

P2\

for all points Pi and P2, then

(19)

| «*«?,) - u*(Q2)| úM\Qi-Qt\

for all Qi and Q2.
Proof. Fix two points Qi and Q2 with u*(Qi) ¿u*(Q2) and let ai = u*(Qi)
and d=\Qi —Q2\. For (19) it is sufficient to prove that

(20)

u*(Qi) £ at = ai + Md.

Let n= | Qi\ and r2= \ Q2\, let Pi be the set of points on Si = S(n) where
utiai, and let E2 be the points on ^2 = 5(^2) whose distance from Pi does not
exceed d. Since | r2 —ri\ f^d, E2 is clearly nonempty. P2 is closed and for each

P2EE2 there exists a P1GP1 such that |Pi-P2|

âd. Thus

u(P2) Ú u(P0 + Md^a2
and u^a2 at every point of P2.
Next let P* and P2* be the spherical symmetrizations
of Pi and P2. Then
E* is just the set of points on Si where u*^ai while u*^a2 everywhere in

P2*. Hence QiGP* and to obtain (20) we need only show that Q2EE*. We do
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this by appealing to the Brunn-Minkowski
inequality for spherical geometry
in the following manner.
Let aiT\ and a2r2 denote the radii of the closed spherical caps Ef and E2*
measured along the spherical surfaces Si and S2, respectively.
If H is the
central projection of E\ on S2 and if we choose a so that
O^a^ir

and

2

2

2

¿ = n + r2 — 2rir2 cos a,

■then £2 is just the union of the closed spherical caps with centers in H and
radii ar% measured along S2. Since H has the same area as a spherical cap of
radius air2 on S2, it follows from the aforementioned inequality that
a2 ^ min(ai

(See, for example,

+ a, t).

[9, p. 84].) Hence either a2 —ai^a

or a2 = ir. In both cases

it follows that Q2EE* and the proof is complete.
Lemma 4 can be used to derive an interesting geometrical property for
spherically symmetrized rings. Let R be a ring and define u(x) as the distance
from the point x to Co. Then u = 0 on Co,

(21)

|«(P)-«(0)|

è \P-Q\

for all points P and Q, and u ¡£¿ on G where d is the distance between Ca and
G. Next let R* be the spherical symmetrization
of R, let C0* and G* be the
components of Ci?*, and let u* be the spherical symmetrization of u. Then
m* = 0 on Co*, m*=¿ on C* and Lemma 4 together with (21) yields

d S u*(P) - u*(Q) S \P - Q\
for all PEC* and QEC0*. Thus d^d*, where ¿* is the distance between Co*
and G*, and we conclude that the distance between the boundary components
of a ring is not decreased under spherical symmetrization.
11. Equimeasurability.
We also require the following property for spherically symmetrized functions in the proof for Theorem 1.
Let u* be the spherical symmetrization
of u, let D and D* be the sets
where ai<u<a2
and di<w* <a2, respectively, and let/and/*
be a pair of
functions related to u and u* as follows. For each r^O and each a\<a<a2,
/and/*
are constant and have the same value at the points of 5 where u —a
and where u* = a, respectively.

Lemma 5. Iff* is continuous in D*, then f is continuous in D and

(22)

f|/N<o=f
|/*K
J D'

J D

for all q>0.
Proof. If / is not continuous

in D, we can find a PED

and a sequence
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(23)
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to P such that

Hm/(P.)

n—»»

= a9*f(P).

Since u and u* assume exactly the same values on S(~\D and SC\D*, respectively, we can find a sequence \Qn} in D* such that | Qn\ = |P„| and u*(Qn)
= u(Pn). Then a subsequence
\Qnk} will converge to a point Q for which

| Cl =|P|

andtt*(<2)=tt(P). Hence ÇGP* and
fiP) = /*«?) =Aimf*(Qnk) = lim/(P„t) = a.
it—►»

¡fc—»00

This contradicts (23) and we conclude that/ is continuous in D.
We turn to the proof of (22). Fix b, let G and G* be the sets where f<b
and f*<b, respectively, and for each r^O let E be the set of values assumed
by u* on SC^G*. Then, since SC\G* is open on S and u* is continuous, E is
the countable union of disjoint (possibly degenerate) linear intervals 7. Next,
since u* is the spherical symmetrization
of u, the sets of points on 5 for which
wG7 and u*EI have equal area. Now SC\G and SC\G* are just sets on S
which assign to a and u*, respectively,
values in E and, summing over the
linear intervals 7, we conclude that SH\G and Si^G* have equal area.

Finally fix ei<¿z2and let G and G* be the sets where ôi^/<62and

bigf*

<b2. From the above we see that Sf^G and S(~\G* have equal area and integration yields m(G) =m(G*). Thus/and/*
are equimeasurable functions and

(22) follows directly. (See, for example, p. 277 of [5].)
12. Proof for Theorem 1. We are given an arbitrary ring P which we
spherically symmetrize to obtain a second ring R*. We want to prove that
mod Pernod R* or, alternatively, that

(24)

r(P*) g T(R).

To establish (24) let u be one of the simple admissible functions for P
discussed in §7 and let u* be the spherical symmetrization
of u. Since Vw = 0
in all but a finite set of the tetrahedra
T, u satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. Hence, by Lemma 4, the same is true of u*. Now

R* = (P W Co)* - Co*
where (PUCo)* and Co*are the spherical symmetrizations
of the sets PUCo
and Co. Since m is 0 on C0 and 1 on G, Co is contained in the set where ugO
while PUCo contains the set where «<1. This together with the fact that
0gu*gl
implies that u* is 0 on C0*and 1 on C*. In particular we conclude
that u* is admissible for the ring P*.
The remainder of the argument is devoted to showing that

(25)

f | Vtt*|3aa>g [ | V«|»ow.

J R'

J R
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For with (25) we obtain

r(P*) ^ f I vu\3dco,
JR

and taking the infimum over all simple admissible

functions

u yields (24) as

desired.
Now let 0 = ai<a2<
• • ■ <an = l be the finite set of values assumed by
u on the vertices of the tetrahedra
T, and let P, and D* be the sets where
Oi<u<Oi+i and a,<w*<a,+i,
respectively. If the set where w* = a¿ has positive measure, then almost all of its points are points of linear density in the
directions of the coordinate axes. Since Vw* will vanish at almost all such
density points, we conclude that the integral of | Vm*|3 over this set will
vanish. Hence to establish (25) it suffices to show that

/

(26)

J D*

| Vw*|3do>^ f

JDi

| Vw|3dco

for i = 1, • • • , n —1.
Fix such an i, let/* be defined on D* and let/* be nonnegative, continuous
and symmetric in the Xi-axis. That is, the value/* assumes at x depends only
on |x| and <f>,the angle the radius to x makes with the negative half of the
Xi-axis. Next for each a, <a <ai+i, let P, P* denote the sets where u ^a, u*^a
and S, 2* the sets where u = a, u*=a. Then, as observed in §7, P is a closed
polyhedron and 2 =dF. It follows from this that 2* = dF* and that/* assumes
exactly one value on each intersection 5C\2*. We define a second function/
on Di by requiring that / take this value on the corresponding
intersection

sr\s.

Applying
show that

(27)

Lemma 5 we see that / is continuous

f /*|Vw*|dwg

J Di'

in D¡. We shall further

f /|Vw|da>.

J Di

First let ff = a(a, r) and a*=o*(a,
r) denote the areas of the parts of 2 and
2* contained in |x| ^r. Then by Lemma 3,
a* (a, r2) — a* (a, rx) g o(a, r%) — a (a, ri)

lor 0t%ri<r2

and, since / and /* are equal on corresponding

intersections

5HS and 5H2*, we obtain

(28)

f f*dc*g JfZfda.

J 2*

Now (28) holds for a,<o<a,+i
and, since u and u* satisfy uniform Lipschitz
conditions, we can apply a recent result due to Fédérer and Young to con-

clude that
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j f*\vu*\d<*
= f (f f*do*\da^f ' (f fdajda^f/|v«|dw
ag desired. (See [3, p. 426].)
Now the function | \/u*\2 is bounded, measurable and symmetric in the
X)-axis. Hence we can find a sequence of functions {/„*} which are nonnegative and continuous in D*, symmetric in the xi-axis and which converge
boundedly to | Vm*| 2 a.e. in D?. Let {/„} be the corresponding sequence of
functions defined on P, as above. Then (27) yields

(28)

f

J Di*

.| Vm*|3¿co= lim f /„*j Vm*I dw g lim inf \ fn\\/u\dw.
n->»

Applying Holder's inequality

J Di'

n->»

•* Di

and (22) of Lemma 5 we obtain

J /„| Vw
| da^ ( f fTdiA( f | Vw
\sdwj

= (/I,(/-*,*"4"(/jv"l*¿")"',
and hence we conclude that

(29)

liminf f fn\Vu\dut%(
n-.»

J Di

|

\JDi'

\x7u*\3du)
I

( j

\J D,

|v«|3áco)

But (28) and (29) now imply (26) and the proof for Theorem

/

.

1 is complete.

Point symmetrization
13. Point symmetrization
of rings. We consider next another kind of
symmetrization which yields a second upper bound for the modulus of a ring.
Given an open set G with m(G) <» we define G**, the point symmetrization of G, as the open sphere with center at the origin and volume equal to
m(G). For a closed set P with m(F) < » I we take P** as the closed sphere with
volume m(F); when m(F) =0, F** will consist only of the origin.
Next let P be a ring with m(R) < ». Then PU Co and Co are open and
closed sets of finite measure and we define the point symmetrization of P as

R** = (P U Co)** - Co**.
The ring P** is the spherical annulus which is metrically equivalent to P.
We will establish the following space analogue of a theorem due to Carleman

[2].
Theorem

2. mod P^mod

P**.

The proof follows along the lines of the proof just given for Theorem 1.
However each step of the argument here is simpler than in the case of spheri-
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cal symmetrization.
For example, the following analogue of Lemma 3 is now
an immediate consequence of the classical isoperimetric property of the

sphere.
Lemma 3'. If F isa closed polyhedron and if F** is the point symmetrization
of F, then the area of dF** does not exceed that of dF.
We must introduce point symmetrized functions
corresponding analogues for Lemmas 4 and 5.

14. Point symmetrization

before considering

the

of functions. Let u be bounded above and con-

tinuous everywhere and let the set of points where w<ô = sup u be of finite
measure. Next for a <b let Ga and Fa be the sets where u <a and u ^o, respectively, and let G** and F0** be the point symmetrizations of these sets.
We then define «**, the point symmetrization of u, as follows. Fix a point

x. If xEF**

for some a<b, we set
«**(*) = inf{a|xGF0**}.

Otherwise we set u**(x) =b. It is easy to verify that G** and £„** are the sets
where «** <a and u** t^a for a <b, and then that u** is everywhere continuous. We have also the following analogue for Lemma 4.

Lemma 4'. If w** is the point symmetrization of u and if

(30)

| «(Pi) - u(P2) | g if | Pi - Pi |

for all Pi and P2, then

| u**(Qi)- u**(Q2)| èM\Qi-Q2\
for all Qi and Q2.
Proof. Fix two points Qi and Q2with u**(Qi) £u**(Q2) and let ax = u**(Qi)

and ¿= | Qi —Q2\. It is sufficient to show that

(31)

«"(CO á a2 = ai + Jfd.

If a2^b there is nothing to prove. Hence we may assume that a2<b.
Let Ei be the closed set where m|ai and let E2 be the set of points whose
distance from Ei does not exceed d. From (30) it follows that u^a2 at every
point of £2. Now Ei and £2 correspond under point symmetrization to concentric closed spheres £** and £** of radii n and r2. Since £** is the set
where u**i%ai, QiEE**. The Brunn-Minkowski
inequality for Euclidean
geometry now implies that r2ari+¿.
(Again see [9, p. 84].) Hence Q2EE2**
and, since u**=%a2 at all points of this set, we obtain (31) as desired(5).
(6) The Brunn-Minkowski inequality also shows directly that, as in the case of spherical
symmetrization, the distance between the boundary components of a ring is not decreased under
point symmetrization.
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For the analogue of Lemma 5, fix ai<a2gb,
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let

D and D** be the sets where ai<w<a2 and«i<M**<a2,
respectively, and let
/ and /** be a pair of functions related to u and u** as follows. For each
Ci<a<a2,/and/**
are constant and have the same value on the sets where
« = a and u** —a, respectively.

Lemma 5'. Iff** is continuous in D**, then f is continuous in D and

(32)

f |/h¿o= JD"
I |/**|'dco

J D'

for all q>0.
The proof for this result is similar to that

for Lemma 5 and we omit it.

16. Proof for Theorem 2. We want to show that Y(R**)gT(R). For this
let « be a simple admissible function for P. Since m(R) < », the set of points
where «<l = sup u is of finite measure and we let «** be the point symmetrization of m. Then arguing as in §12, u** is admissible for P** and it
remains only to show that

f

J R"

|Vw**|3dco
g f |Vm|3¿cü
J R

Let 0 = ai<a2<
■ • • <a» = l be the values assumed by u on the vertices
of the tetrahedra
T, and let D, and D** be the sets where a,<w<a,+i
and
a,<M**<a,+i,
respectively. As in §12 it suffices to prove that

f

(33)
for t=l,

J Di"

| vV*|s¿« g f \Vu\%du>
J Di

• • • , «—1.

Fix such an i, let/** be defined in D** and let/** be nonnegative, continuous and symmetric in the origin. That is the value/** assumes at x depends only on |x|. Next for each a,<a<a,+i,
let F, F** be the sets where
uga, u**ga
and 2, 2** the sets where u = a, u** = a. Then 2 = dF, 2**
= dF** and/** assumes exactly one value on each level surface 2**. Define
/ in Di by requiring that/ take this value on the corresponding level surface
2. Then/is
continuous and, by virtue of Lemma 3', we conclude that

f /**|v«**|*ü=
f +( f f**do**\da
g f ( f fdoAda
(34)

= f /|v»|dw.
Jd{

Finally arguing as in the last paragraph of §12 we see that (34) and (32)
of Lemma 5' imply (33), thus completing the proof for Theorem 2.
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17. An upper bound for mod R. Theorem 2 now yields the following upper
bound for the modulus of a ring.

Theorem 3. Let Rbe a ring. Then
1
m(R \J Co)
mod R < — log•
~ 3
»(Co)

(35)

Proof. If m(R) = », there is nothing to prove. Otherwise let P** be the
point symmetrization
of P. Then P** is the spherical annulus a<|x|
<¿>,
where a and b are chosen so that

Air
»(Co) = — a\

4t
m(R W Co) = — b\

Theorem 2 and (4) then imply that

b
mod R t%mod P** = log — »
a

from which (35) follows.
To obtain a similar bound by means of Theorem 1 we must first introduce
a pair of extremal rings. They are the space analogues of rings studied by

Grötzsch and Teichmüller.

The Grötzsch

and Teichmüller

rings

18. Definitions. For each s>l we let Ra = RG(a) denote the ring whose
complementary
components consist of the sphere |x| ^1 and the ray aijXi
< °°, x2 = x3 = 0. Similarly for each ¿>>0 we let RT = Rr(b) denote the ring
bounded by the segment
—l^xi^O,
x2 = x3 = 0 and the ray b^xi<°o,
x2= x3= 0. Next, following Teichmüller [10], we set
mod Rg = log $(a),
These functions

mod RT = log ^(b).

have the following properties.

Lemma 6. $(a)/a
(36)

is nondecreasing
¥(i)

in \<a<

oo and

= 4>((6 + 1)1/2)2

for b>0.
Proof. For the first part fix 1 <a<b,

let R = RG(b) and let P' and R" be

the two rings into which P is split by | x| =b/a.

Then (10) of Lemma 2 yields

b

log *(&) = mod P à mod P' + mod R" = log-h

a

whence i>(è)/ô^4>(o)/a

as desired.

log *(a)
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For the second part fix b>0, set a = (è + l)1/2and let P be the ring bounded
by the segment O^xi^l/a,
x2 = x3 = 0 and by the ray a5jjxi<°o,
x2 = x3 = 0.
Next let P' and R" be the parts of R contained in | x | < 1 and | x| > 1, respectively. Then R' and P" are rings with equal moduli and Lemma 2 yields

log *(b) = mod P ^ 2 mod P' = 2 log 4>(a).
Hence to complete

the proof for (36) it is sufficient

to show that

mod P

t%2 mod P' or that

(37)

r(P') g 4r(P).

Let m be a continuously
w = u+v, where

differentiable

admissible

function for P and let

v = v(x) = 1 — u {-,—r ) •
\|x|2/

Then w is admissible

(38)

j

J ft'

Minkowski's

for P' and, since | Vw(x)| = |x|-2|

\\7w\3du = I

inequality

«7ft"

Vw(x/|x|

2)|,

\Vw\3du = — j \\7w\3du.
2 J ft

now yields
1/3

( j \\7w\3dcA ^ ( J | V« 13áw
j +( ) |Vv|3dwJ
1/

=2(/ft|vw|^y
and we conclude from (38) that

r(P') ^ 4 f \x/u\3dw.
Jft

Taking the infimum over all admissible u gives (37) and the proof is complete.
19. Bounds for«i>(a). We derive here a pair of rough bounds for the function $(a). These, in turn, yield bounds for ^(b).
The annulus 1 < | x| <a separates the boundary components of Rg. Hence
mod Pg^log a and $(a) 2;a. Next $(a)/a is nondecreasing and approaches a
limit X as a—»°°. We will show that X is finite. This then gives the upper

bound <t>(a)^Xa.
Let RE = RE(a) denote the ring bounded
x2= x3= 0 and by the ellipsoid
2

2

2

Xi

X2

Xi

a2+

1

by the segment

+ - + - = 1.

—l^xigl,
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Next for a > 4 let R' and R" denote the rings bounded by the above segment
and by the spherical surfaces with centers at ( —1, 0, 0) and radii a —2 and
a+ 2, respectively. Then R' separates the boundary components of Rb while
Re separates those of R". Hence

mod R' g mod RE S mod R"
and, since

mod R' = log $ ( — - 1 j,
we conclude

mod R" = log * (— + l),

that

(39)

log X = lim Í mod Re — log — 1.
a—>»\

2 /

Hence the problem is reduced to considering the asymptotic behaviour of
mod Re as a—»».
20. An inequality. In the case of two dimensions we know that, when
¿>= a + (a2 + l)l/2, the transformation

1/

yi + iy2 = ~[xi

2 \

maps the plane ring l<|x|

segment —l^yi^l,

+ tx2-\-)

<b conformally

l

\

xi + %x2l
onto the ring bounded

by the

y2= 0 and by the ellipse
2

2

a2 + 1

a2

We thus obtain the modulus for the plane analogue of the ring Re.
The situation is more complicated in 3-space. Here we can show
topological mapping (homeomorphism)
preserves the moduli of rings
only if it is conformai and that the only such mappings are the Moebius
formations. (See [4].) Hence for no number b can we map R, the ring

<b, conformally onto R' = Re, the ring bounded by —1 ^yi^l,

that a
if and
trans1< | x|

y2= V3= 0,

and by
2

22

yi + Zi + ?L= 1
a2 + 1

a2

a2

On the other hand, when a is large, there will exist numbers b and mappings
y(x) of R onto R' which are nearly conformai for large | x|. We prove a lemma
which yields an upper bound for mod R' in terms of mod R for such a mapping y(x).
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Lemma 7. Let R be the ring 1< | x| <b, let y(x) be a topological mapping of
R onto a second ring R' and let y(x) be continuously

differentiable

with nonvanish-

ing Jacobian. Then

mod R' g mod P + f (D - 1) — ,
Ji

r

wherefor Kr<b,
D = D(r) = max

'I(xy\w
/7(x)3Y'2

r \ J(X)J

Here J(x) denotes the absolute value of the Jacobian and I(x) the maximum
stretching at x, that is

J(s

..

I(x) — hm sup

I y(*0 - y(x) I

x'-,x

X — X

Proof. Let v = v(y) be a continuously differentiable admissible function for
P' and let u(x) =v(y(x)). Then integrating along a fixed radius yields
y»b

/» 6

/» 6

1 g I | VmI dr g I \Vv\ldr g I | Vf | 7W'3dY
and, with Holder's inequality, we obtain

is(0^j''d')(fyi)'Since this holds for all radii, we have

4ir( f D —)
and taking

g f | V»|3/dco= f | Vv\'dw,

the infimum over all such functions

v gives

a' ,z>-)
» d»V2
árwHence
mod R

r6
dr
/>" •6 zir
dr
r
dr
D— = modF-r(P - 1) —
i
r
7i
r

and the proof is complete.
21. Estimate for X. We now use this result to bound mod Re as follows.
Introduce polar coordinates (s, a) and (t, ß) in the x2xs and y2y3-planes, re-
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Next let b = a + (a2 + l)112, let R be the ring l<|x|

the mapping

<b, and define

y(x) as follows:

1/

l

2 \

Xi + ist

Vl + lt = — [Xi + is-\-],

\

a = ß.

Then y(x) maps P onto R! = Re and it is not difficult to verify that
I(x)3
D2 = max-=-•
|*l-r/(x)

r2 + 1

r2 -

1

Hence, by Lemma 7,
rx//r2+

(40)

mod RB < mod P + I

and elementary

integration

if —-)

1\1/2

\dr

— 1 j — = log X'é,

yields X' = 21/2eT/4.

Finally (39) and (40) yield
/
a\
2X'b
log X = lim I mod RE — log — j ^ lim= log 4\'
a—»« \

2 /

a—»oo a

and we obtain

X á 4X' - 12.4
We have thus established

the following rough bounds for <$.

Lemma 8. <t>(a)satisfies the inequality

(41)

a g 4>(a) g Xa

í« 1 <a < « , w&ere X ú a /ím/e constant, X ^ 12.4 • • • .
22. Another upper bound for mod R. Finally combining Theorem 1 and
Lemmas 6 and 8, we obtain a second upper bound for the modulus of a ring.
It is the spherical symmetrization
analogue of Theorem 3 and the space
form of a theorem due to Teichmüller
[lO].

Theorem 4. Let R be a ring and let P be a point of C0. // Co and G contain
points which lie at distances a and b from P, then

(42)

modP ^ log¥ ( —J g logX2Í — + 1J,

where X is the constant of Lemma 8.

Proof. By performing

a translation

we may assume that P is the origin.

Next let P* be the spherical symmetrization
of P. Co*will contain the segment
—a^xi^O,
x2 = x3 = 0 while G* will contain the ray ¿>^xi<co,
x2 = x3 = 0.
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Hence R* separates the boundary components of the ring bounded by the
above segment and ray. We conclude from Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 that

mod R ^ mod R* ^ log V
and the second inequality

7-

in (42) follows from (36) and (41).
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